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Abstract— Energy efficiency in cellular networks is a growing
concern for cellular operators to not only maintain profitability, but
also to reduce the overall environment effects. According to technical
analysts, the base stations are the most energy intensive part of a
typical cellular network. Saving power in base stations is therefore
the primary focus in energy efficient operation. The main goal of
energy efficiency is for saving and reducing power consumption
while guaranteeing QoS. As mobile traffic is increasing, new
applications are raising expectations for higher data rates creates
heterogeneous Network by introducing low power nodes is an
attractive approach to meeting traffic demand, performance and
energy efficiency. According to technologist, the energy efficiency of
cellular network can be improved at component level, link level and
network level. There is lots of literature available on energy
efficiency at component level, link level and network level without
coordination. The energy efficiency can also be achieved by
coordinated transmits and receive at network level, this can be
achieved by power saving protocols, energy aware cooperative base
station power management, cell zooming, link adaptation and
beamforming with CoMP. This attempt will review existing CoMP
solutions towards energy efficient architecture and network
deployment.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The overlap between mobile and data access services has
caused an increasing demand for high data rate wireless
communications. In the recent years, availability of low-cost
notebooks, tablet computers, smart phones, etc. as well as a
wide range of services including web browsing, streaming,
and interactive file transfer has resulted a significant rise in the
mobile data traffic. With the increased demand of these
services, there is need for denser networks. These more
compressed small networks have pushed the limits of energy
consumption in wireless networks and have some impact on
the industry’s overall carbon footprint. This results into
increasing global green house gas emission. Within ICT, the
contribution of mobile communication networks was 64
Megatons of CO2 in 2002. This may seem a rather small
fraction (12% of ICT emissions) but it is expected to grow by
a factor of three to 178 Megatons in 2020[1, 2]. The global
greenhouse gas emissions from information and
communication technology (ICT) are comparable with those
of the aviation industry [3]-[7].

It is reported in [8] that the total energy consumed by the
infrastructure of cellular wireless networks, wired
communication networks, and internet takes up more than 3%
of the worldwide electric energy consumption nowadays. A
typical 3G base station (BS) uses 500W of input power to
produce 40W of RF output power, which will consume more
than 50 GWh per year in a network with 12,000 BSs. This
causes a large amount of CO2 emission as well as contributes
to the network’s operating costs [9]. The latest projections of
wireless data rates need additional BSs for next generation
(4G) mobile networks (e.g. 3GPP LTE) [10], which increase
the energy consumption of the network infrastructure even
more. Therefore, energy consumption and CO2 emissions of
the mobile network infrastructure have received more and
more attention in the telecommunications sector to lower the
CO2 emission and as well as reduce energy consumption. The
European Commission (EC) has reached an agreement to cut
green house gas emissions by 20% by 2020 and to improve
energy efficiency by 20% [1]. In addition to this worldwide
Green touch consortium aims to deliver the architecture,
specifications and roadmap to increase network energy
efficiency by a factor of 1000 from current levels [11].
In the present scenario, several wireless technologies are
available to support user requirement satisfactory. These
technologies are varied with different coverage area with
different transmit power and support different performance for
user. Each of these technologies evolves for a specific purpose
and works better in a particular environment. These
technologies are diverse in nature and coexist in the same
environment to provide ubiquitous network coverage. UEs can
connect to any available wireless technologies depending on
their requirements. With the increased drive from the industry
for a fully connected network, there is a need to design the
wireless Heterogeneous Network (HetNet) architecture to
interconnect these different wireless technologies. These
interworking mechanisms are of prime importance to achieve
ubiquitous access and seamless mobility in HetNet
environment [12, 13]. As shown in Fig. 1, next generation
networks are composed of different types of cells with
multiple RATs. In HetNet, UEs can connect to any available
neighboring APs, which can operate with different RATs at a
given point of time. The selection of EE operating point is a
non-trivial task in such a network scenario.
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communications. In [24], the authors have identified four key
trade-offs, as energy efficiency (EE) vs spectrum efficiency
(SE) [25], EE vs deployment efficiency (DE), bandwidth &
power, and delay & power. Energy efficient radio covers all
the layers of the protocol stack and various system
architectures.

Fig. 1 Heterogeneous network consisting of a mix of macro, micro, pico,
femto, and relay base-stations

Since the power consumption of the entire cellular network
includes the summation of energy consumed by each BS.
Reducing BS number has a direct impact on energy
consumption of a cellular network. However, there is direct
comparison between the number of low power BSs deploy in a
dense area and low density deployment of high power BSs.
Low power BS consumes less energy than high macro BSs
[14]-[16]. Table I represents the specifications of different
elements in HetNet. Networked deployment based on smaller
cells such as micro, pico or femto cells is a possible solution
using cognitive radio to reduce total power consumption of
cellular network [17].
To analysis energy consumption issue, the European
Commission has taken initiatives under seventh Framework
Program (FP7), such as; “Energy Aware Radio and Network
Technologies” (EARTH) [18], “Towards Real Energyefficient Network Design” (TREND) [19] and “Cognitive
Radio and Cooperative strategies for Power saving in multistandard wireless devices” (C2POWER) [20]. These projects
addressed the energy efficiency of mobile communication
systems by applying a number technical approaches and
committed to the development of a new generation of energy
efficient equipment, network architecture and protocols,
energy-efficient wireless transmission techniques for reduced
transmission power and reduced radiation, cross-layer
optimization methods, network management solutions and
opportunistic spectrum sharing without causing harmful
interference pollution. In such perspective, the Green touch
consortium [11] and Mobile VCE [21] focus on achieving the
infrastructure energy savings of wireless networks at the
system level. The main goal of these projects is to develop
innovative algorithms and technologies for green operation of
wireless networks. Authors in [22] and [23] show a breakdown
of power consumption in a typical cellular network and tell us
the possible areas for reducing energy consumption in wireless

Work done in this area is reported in [26]. However, power
consumption in all level may broadly categories into three
level; component level, link level & network level. Several
power saving protocols have been proposed to minimize
energy consumption [21]-[37], where the authors analyzed the
performance of sleep mode technique. The use of sleep mode
offer approximately 13-56 % energy savings in the network
relative to operation without sleep modes. It is also use to
reduce inter-cell interference (ICI). In order to switch off the
BSs without affecting the user outage, cell zooming technique
has been proposed [38]. It can balance the traffic load and the
energy consumption by adaptively adjust the size of the cells
according to traffic conditions. Summary of the work [39][46] is presented in Table II. Therefore, BS equipment
manufacturers have begun to offer a number of eco-friendly
and cost-friendly solutions to reduce power demands of BSs
and to support off-grid BSs with renewable energy resources.
TABLE I.

SPECIFICATIONS OF DIFFERENT ELEMENTS OF HET NET
Table Column Head

Type of
node

Transmit Power

Coverage

Backhaul

Macro cell

50 W

Few KMs

S1 interface

Microcell

10 W

1 to 3 KMs

S2 interface

Pico cell

50 mW – 1 W

100 m

X2 interface

Femto cell

15 mW

10 m

Internet

Relay

50 mW – 1 W

Few KMs

Wireless

TABLE II.
Techniques

SUMMARY OF WORK DONE
Table Column Head
Work done

References

BS Energy

Hardware desugn and
power saving

[39]-[41],
[45[46]

BS
Power
Mangement

Cell zooming and Selforganizing network

[38]-[42]
[45]

Renewable
Energy
Resource

Sustainable
biofuels,Solar
energy
and Wind energy

[47],[45]

Comments

70%
reduction
in power
30%
power
saving
0.355
saving in
diesel

This interference affects the average spectral efficiency of the
cell. Hence, heterogeneous deployment requires using
innovative cell association and inter-celling interference
coordination techniques in order to realize the promised
capacity and coverage gains. In recent years, mobile
communication with multimedia applications are became
popular which need to support high data rate transmissions
reliably. In [31], authors have considered many advanced
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physical layer transmission and reception techniques, such as
MIMO, adaptive antenna array, advanced retransmission
schemes, carrier aggregation and coordinated multi point
(CoMP) transmission and reception technique.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the fundamental characteristics of CoMP. The
different CoMP techniques have been discussed in Sec. III.
This section also presents the several challenges in CoMP. Sec
IV investigates the several energy efficient techniques in
wireless communication using CoMP. Finally, Sec. V
concludes our work.
II.

BASICS OF COMP

The fundamental principle of CoMP [48]-[50], is to coordinate
multiple BSs or antennas located within a certain geographical
area. In CoMP, multiple points coordination with each other
can make in such a way that the transmission signals from/to
other points do not incur serious interference or even can be
exploited as a meaningful signal. There are several techniques
available for CoMP. Most of the CoMP approaches require
some scheduling information regarding the users at the
different BSs that must be shared among them. This sharing is
very important in low-latency links, such as microwave links,
where information need to be exchanged between coordinated
nodes within the order of milliseconds. By coordinating and
combining signals from multiple antennas, CoMP makes it
possible for UEs to enjoy consistent performance and quality
when they access and share videos, photos and other high
band width services whether they are close to the center of an
LTE cell or at its outer edges. CoMP is considered by 3GPP as
a tool to improve coverage, cell-edge throughput, and/or
system efficiency. Thus, CoMP is a prominent technique in
LTE wireless broadband networks as well as other 4G
networks to ensure consistent service quality [51].
CoMP transmission is very effective for cell-edge user, where
UE’s performance has been limited by interferences. User
Equipment (UE) at the cell edge is serviced by cells 1, 2 and 3
at the same time. The interference from other cells to UE can
be cleared in this way, and the signal quality of cell’s edge
users can be enhanced. For this to occur, the CSI [52], from all
the BSs need to be available at the central unit for pre-coding.
This constitutes the centralized joint processing algorithm,
where a set of BSs form a cluster of cooperative cells.
However, coordinating BSs for coherent joint processing puts
tremendous requirements for high speed back-hauling to make
available CSI at central unit. Hence, various joint processing
schemes [51] are developed to reduce the burden on back
hauling. The partial joint processing algorithm [53] is one such
scheme, where only a subset of BSs is allowed to transmit
based on a threshold. Contrary to centralized joint processing,
the pre-coding can be done locally at each BS, which gives
rise to distributed joint processing [50] [55]. In the following,
we will discuss two types of architecture; centralized and
distributed.

A. Centralized Architecture
In centralized approach [10][50][56], a central entity gathers
channel information from all the UEs, present in the area
covered by coordinating BSs. This entity performs user
scheduling and signal processing operations such as precoding. This operation can be possible when user data are
available at all collaborating nodes and tight time
synchronization is required among BSs to access them. Figure
2 describes the centralized framework for coordination among
different BSs [57]. UEs first estimate the channel related
corresponding to the cooperating BSs. The information is
feedback to a single cell, which acts as the serving cell of the
UE when coordination is being applied. Once the information
are gathered, each BS forwards it to the central entity, which
eventually decides the scheduling with transmission
parameters, and forwards these new information to the BSs.
The main challenges of this architecture are related to the
associated communication links between central entity and
BSs. They must support very-low latency data transmissions.
In addition to this, a communication protocols need be
designed to support these information exchange.

Fig. 2 Centralized CoMP Architecture.

B. Distributed Architecture
Apart from the centralized architecture, distributed
architecture is another solution to perform coordination that
relieves the requirements of a centralized approach [10][58]. It
is based on the assumption that schedulers in all BSs are
identical and channel information regarding the whole
coordinating set can be available to all cooperating nodes.
Thus, inter- BS communication links are no longer necessary
to perform cooperation. Figure 3 depicts the distributed frame
work for coordination among different BSs. With these, this
architecture has the great advantage of minimizing the
infrastructure and signaling protocol cost associated with these
links and the central processing unit, so conventional systems
need not undergo major changes. The UE estimates the
channel from all the coordinated BSs in the same way as in the
centralized approach. The estimates are then sent back to all
cooperating BSs and the scheduling is independently
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performed in each of them. Since the schedulers are identically
designed, the same input parameters produce same output
decisions and therefore, same UEs are selected in the entire
BS cluster. Further, the drawback of this scheme is the
handling of errors on the different feedback links. The same
UE reports its channel conditions to all the BSs in the set but
the wireless links to the different nodes might be different and
can affect the system performance. The above CoMP
architectures use different approaches to enhance network
performances. In the following section, we will discuss them
briefly.

FIG.3 Distributed CoMP Architecture.

III.

DIFFERENT COMP TECHNIQUES

Independent of distributed or a centralized architecture,
different approaches at different levels of coordination have
been proposed in literature [51]-[67]. CoMP, proposed in
LTE-A, includes various possible coordinating schemes
among BSs. They typically have different requirements in
terms of measurements, signaling, and back-haul, where as
usual the most advanced approaches are achieving the best
performance. Furthermore, the 3GPP technical report [61]
extends two major approaches for further advancements of
physical layer which are namely CoMP for down link and
uplink [63].
A. Down link Transmission
1) Joint Processing: In joint processing (JP), data intended
for a particular UE is jointly transmitted from multiple BSs
[51], to improve the received signal quality and cancel
interference. JP is divided into two subcategories; Joint
transmission (JT) and fast cell selection (Dynamic cell
selection -DCS). Although data are indeed transmitted from
several sites, the JT scheme does it simultaneously while the
DCS uses a fast cell selection approach and only one of them
transmits data at a time. Figure 5 shows a simplified scheme of

both techniques. In both cases user data need to be shared
among base stations so a very fast link interconnecting them is
required, although the complexity of the signal processing is
higher in the joint transmission scheme. The simplest form of
cooperative transmission is simulcast from several
transmission points, similar to what normally is referred to as
macro diversity. This improves the total transmitted power and
is typically applicable to cell edge users.
2) Dynamic network reconfiguration and coordinated
Scheduling/beamforming:
A very simple form of CoMP would be dynamic network
reconfiguration and management [61]-[62]. The easiest
reconfiguration scheme envisaged is of turning on/off the
remote units in the CoMP system, according to network
planning or traffic constraints. When needed, the planner
could easily turn on/off a remote unit in order to
upgrade/downgrade the overall coverage and/or capacity in the
area. Furthermore, based on traffic requirements, the network
characteristics can be adapted. The dynamic coordinated
scheduling is another form of CoMP. In this case, the
transmission points coordinate their schedulers to avoid
interference. The coordination takes place on fast time scale,
which means that the fast fading can be followed. In
coordinated beamforming, the beams activation at different
transmission points are need to be coordinated to minimize the
probability of beam collision or minimize the inter-beam
interference. Hence, the term coordinated beamforming as
shown in Figure 4. The main advantages of these schemes
over joint transmission are that the requirements of
coordination links and the back-haul are much reduced. This is
due to that, only information of the activated beams and/or
scheduling decisions are need to be coordinated, and the user
data do not need to be made available at the coordinated
transmission points, since there is only one serving
transmission point for individual user.
B. Uplink Transmission
In uplink, the CoMP scheme [51] [67] aims to increase cell
edge user throughput, which received the signal transmitted by
geographically separated multiple UEs. These points are the
set of coordinating BSs assigned to each UE. The UE does not
need to concern of receiving nodes and it’s processing. There
are two methods of CoMP for uplink; dynamic network
reconfiguration & coordinated scheduling, and coherent joint
processing.
1) Dynamic network reconfiguration & coordinated
scheduling:
It is same as the down link. For example, a rather simple form
of CoMP on the uplink is dynamic coordinated scheduling,
meaning that the scheduling of UEs are coordinated among the
different transmission/reception points in such a way that the
interference among them is minimized [59].
2) Coherent joint processing:
The advanced form of CoMP for uplink transmission is
coherent joint processing [59]. It is coherently combine and
process received signals at different reception points. The
main benefit of this processing is that the energy collected at
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several reception points, can be used for advanced combining
algorithms in the receive processing to cancel interference.
However, this approach puts high requirements on the
coordination links, since the received signals need to be
exchanged among the receptor points

TABLE III.
Techniques
Interfernce
Mitigation
Network
deployment
Performance
enhancement

IV.

Fig.4 Different approaches of COMP.

C. Challenges in CoMP
Due to propagation loss, fading etc, cell edge UEs is suffered
worse than other UEs. CoMP techniques can provide a
solution to counteract this problem. Simultaneously, it is also
necessary to estimate accurate CSI of channel to enable proper
CoMP technique. During CSI estimation, the reference signals
transmitted from far BSs may be interfered by reference
signals and data transmissions from nearer BSs. This problem
can be solved by assigning orthogonal resource blocks (RBs)
for reference signals, transmitted by cooperative BSs, and
these resources can not be used for data transmission. This
result in loss of data throughput and can be minimized by
sparse transmission of CSI reference signals (CSI-RS) in
time/frequency. Furthermore, the gain achieved due to CoMP
can be compensating the loss of throughput in data
transmission. In addition to this, other factors, such as delay,
synchronization, CSI availability and feedbacks play a impact
on the performance of CoMP. Work done in CoMP is
summarized in Table III.
The above methods are used to improve the system
performances using Comp. However, one of the main
challenges in CoMP transmission is Energy consumption. In
CoMP, several BSs are coordinated among each other to
improve network performance. In this process several
information need to be exchanged amongst, additional
synchronization techniques, processing algorithms need to be
used. In addition to this, several frequencies, time slots are
assigning to serve a particular UE All these factors consume
energy/power. Thus, in CoMP, energy/power consumption is
an important issue. The following section provides the detailed
literature survey on the energy efficient CoMP in
heterogeneous network.

USAGE OF COMP
Table Column Head

Work done

Dirty paper coding,Joint
processing and CS/CB
schemes
CoMP
in
wireless
networks
a) Adaptive CoMP b)
Gain
in
spectral
efficiency and system
capacity

References

[49],[57]-[66]

[17],[66]-[67]
a)[52] b)[17], [60], [64]
[52], [68], [34], [28]

ENERGY-EFFICIENT COMP TECHNIQUES IN
HETEROGENEOUS NETWORK

Energy consumption of network depends on cell size,
deployment scenario, traffic distribution, user requirements
and environments (ranging from dense urban to rural areas).
With a mix of different BSs with different cell sizes have
deployed recently for 4G mobile communication systems to
increase user & system performances. These deployments can
increase energy consumption. However, energy efficiency of
the network/ system can measure with several metric. In a
simplest form, it is performance per unit energy consumption.
Several measures have been considered to enhance energy
efficiency. In heterogeneous environment, cooperative
transmission from several base stations to one UE can enhance
EE of network [34].This section provides detailed survey on
EE of coordinated transmission in heterogeneous network in
the following.
A. Energy Efficient cell edge user
BSs usually have lower energy efficiency in serving the users
at the cell edge than in serving the users at the center of the
cell. This is not only because cell edge users are far away from
BSs and require more transmission power, but also because
cell edge users experience more interference from neighboring
cells. Multi-cell cooperation can improve energy efficiency for
cell edge communications [35]. In this paper closed-form
approximation of the DMIMO capacity has been utilized for
assessing both the channel and bit-per-joule capacities of the
idealized CoMP system. Results have indicated that multi- BS
cooperation is efficient when the link quality between the BSs
and UEs is weak, e.g. cell-edge communication. Therefore,
cooperative processing power should be kept low for CoMP to
provide energy efficiency gain.
B. Coordinated Scheduling/Coordinated Beamforming
CoMP
A BS forms radio beams to enhance the signal strength of its
serving users while forming null steering toward users in its
neighboring cells. BS1 forms the radio beam toward its
associated user; user1 to increase the user’s receiving signal
strength. On the other hand, in order to reduce the interference
to user2 who is served by a neighboring BS, BS1 forms the
null steering toward user2. BS2 executes the same operation as
BS1. Therefore, through cooperative beam forming, the signal
to- noise ratio (SNR) of both user1 and user2 is enhanced.
Thus, less transmission power is required for BSs to serve the
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cell edge users, and the energy efficiency of cell edge
communications is increased.
C. Joint Transmission CoMP:
Joint transmission exploits the cooperation among neighboring
BSs to transmit the same information to individual users
located at the cell edge [68]. Due to joint transmission, cell
edge users experience higher receiving signal strength and
lower interference, hence requiring less transmission power
from both BSs. Thus, joint transmission improves the energy
efficiency of the cell edge communications. The paper
investigated energy consumption impacts of JT-CoMP
deployments in heterogeneous LTE-Advanced networks.
Results obtained using macro base station cooperation show
significant improvements in cell-edge rates and almost 80%
reduction in energy consumption per delivered bit compared to
a baseline single-point network.
D. Coordinated Cell Swich off
The main idea is that when BS is in sleep mode, radio parts of
the transceiver can be de-activate for energy saving. A
coordinated sleep schedule has been proposed for BS
transceivers on LTE Re-8 and LTE Re-10 to get the full
benefit from the ICI reduction [69]. The authors in [70] have
analyzed the energy saving performance by turning off certain
BSs with average outage constraint for three typical
cooperation schemes: single BS transmission, BS cooperation
and wireless relaying. The authors also investigate the effect
on traffic intensity and network density due to energy saving
performance. Based on the typical parameters setting,
calculation results show that traffic intensity can be divided
into three classes: coverage-limited region, energy-efficient
region, and capacity-limited region. The coverage-limited
region prefers off line fixed algorithms, while dynamic online
algorithms are more suitable for the energy-efficient region.
As BS density goes higher, the energy efficient region
becomes larger. However, the traffic load region where the
cooperation schemes bring benefits becomes smaller. The
sleep mode-based scheduling also been used to improve EE of
network [64]. This work takes advantage of coordination
among neighboring base stations for ICI reduction. The
proposed coordinating sleep scheduling algorithm improves
EE by 13%, leading to an overall reduction of energy
consumption of up to 83% with respect to non sleep mode.
Network cooperation can also play an important part for
energy saving [34]. This work considered the overlapping
coverage from different networks, the proposed to achieve
energy saving without increasing the transmission power. It
relies on the cooperation among different networks to save
energy on two scales. On a large scale, networks with
overlapped coverage alternately switch on and off their BSs
according to the long term fluctuations in the traffic load. On a
small scale, each active BS switches on and off its channels
according to the short term fluctuations in the traffic load. The
work in [71] presented an optimal resource on-off switching
framework that adapts to the fluctuations in the traffic load
and maximizes the amount of energy saving under service

quality constraints, in a cooperative networking environment
[72]. In this paper, authors analyzed an alternative way of
improving the cell switch off schemes for further energy
saving enhancements using CoMP transmission technique and
proved the advantages in terms of energy efficiency. The
sensitivity of the CoMP scheme to channel estimation errors in
dynamic channels lead to incorrect CSI feedbacks. Imperfect
downlink channel estimations and the unnecessary CoMP set
degree increases lead to energy inefficiency in the cellular
systems in terms of bits/Joule.
E. Enable more BSs to enetr into sleep Mode
As discussed in the previous subsection, CoMP transmission
(e.g., joint transmission) enhances the receiving SNR of cell
edge users, implying that BSs are able to cover a larger area
with the same transmission power. Therefore, under low
traffic demands, adopting the CoMP transmission can reduce
the number of BSs required to cover an area, thus improving
the energy efficiency of cellular networks [73]. As presented
earlier, traffic-intensity-aware multi cell cooperation enables
BSs with low traffic demands to go into sleep mode to save
energy. The users in the off cells will be served by their active
neighboring cells. However, due to the limitation of BSs’
maximal transmission power, a few BSs should stay awake to
provide coverage in the area. By applying CoMP transmission,
the number of required active BSs can be further reduced. The
inner circle of BS 1 is the original coverage area, while the
outer circle indicates the coverage area after cooperation with
its neighboring BS, BS 3. The additional coverage area is
achieved by multi cell cooperation. Under the condition of
lower traffic demands, if there is no cooperation among BSs,
three BSs have to stay awake to cover the whole area.
However, if multi cell cooperation is enabled, BS 1 and BS 3
can provide services to the users in the area by applying
cooperative transmission; thus, BS 2 can be switched into
sleep mode. Therefore, the total energy consumption of
cellular networks is reduced.
F. Network Self organiging Techniques
SON can save energy by power ON/OFF of BSs by meeting
the network objective [74, 75]. This BS activation,
deactivation algorithm achieves network level energy saving.
These algorithm uses coordination among network elements
and coverage information to appropriate activation and
deactivation of BSs.
G. Distributed Space Time Coding
Distributed space time coding [35, 76] explores the spatial
diversity of both the relay nodes and the mobile users to
combat multi-path fading, and can be applied to improve the
spectral and energy efficiency of cell edge users. The
distributed space-time coding scheme consists of two phases.
In the first phase, the BS broadcasts a data packet to its
destination and the potential relays. In the second phase, the
potential relays that can decode the data packet cooperatively
transmit the decoded data packet to the destination using a
suitable space time code. By exploring spatial diversity,
distributed spaced time coded cooperative transmission
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improves the diversity gain of cellular networks. However, the
multiplexing gain of the wireless system may be sacrificed
[77]. The authors proposed an opportunistic distributed spacetime coding (ODSTC) scheme to increase the multiplexing
gain. Taking advantage of DSTC cooperative transmission, the
spectral efficiency is increased. As a result, fewer
transmissions are required in order to transmit a given number
of data packets. Therefore, the energy efficiency of the cellular
networks is enhanced.
H. Energy Efficiency via Cooperative Relaying
User cooperation in relay [78] has been shown that not only it
increase the data rates but also the system is more robust, but
increased rate of one user comes at the price of energy
consumed by other user acting as a relay. Taking advantage of
cognitive radio techniques, cooperation can be exploited
between a primary cell and a secondary cell. The secondary
BS cooperatively relays the signal from the primary BS to the
primary user. The primary user combines the signals from
both the primary and secondary BSs to decode the
information. To stimulate cooperative relaying, the primary
BS grants the secondary BS some spectrum that can be
utilized for communications between the secondary BS and
secondary users.
By cooperating with secondary BSs, the transmission power
required from primary BSs to serve the cell edge users is
reduced. Therefore, the cooperative relay scheme reduces the
power consumption of primary BSs [79]. However, due to the
time-varying wireless channels, the scheduling delay involved
in the relaying process may increase the outage probability.
The authors in [80] showed that the outage probability caused
by the scheduling delay can be alleviated by optimizing the
transmission power of the network nodes. Further, the limited
battery life time of mobile users in a mobile network leads to
selfish users who do not have incentive to cooperate. The
authors in [81] investigated the user cooperation from the EE
perspective using game-theoretic approach. With this
approach, an incentive will be given to users in order to act as
relays when they are idle, and it is shown that user cooperation
has the potential of simultaneously improving both users’ bitsper energy efficiency under different channel conditions [82].
Furthermore, at MAC and routing level, persistent relay carrier
sensing multiple access (PRSMA) MAC protocol scheme uses
distributed cooperative automatic retransmission request (CARQ) scheme. In [83]-[84], it has been shown that the
PRCSMA with C-ARQ provides higher EE than non
cooperative ARQ schemes.
I. Beamforming Techniques
Beamforming uses multiple antennas to control the direction
of a wave front by appropriately weighting the magnitude and
phase of individual antenna signals (transmit beamforming).
Beamforming improve transmission to users at the far reaches
of cell coverage and provide better coverage to specific areas
along the cell edge of cells. Because every single antenna in
the array makes a contribution to the steered signals, an array
gain (also called beamforming gain) is achieved. Receive

beamforming makes it possible to determine the direction that
the wave front will arrive (direction of arrival, or DOA). It is
also possible to suppress selected interfering signals by
applying a beam pattern null in the direction of the interfering
signal and therefore, increase energy efficiency. The energy
consumption for a general class of cooperative beamforming
based transmission schemes has been analyzed [85]. The
authors have considered the relay selection rules. Further, the
cooperative communication scheme reduces energy
consumption compared to non-cooperative schemes and
cooperative schemes that use either a single relay or all
available relays; energy savings up to 16% was achieved.
J. Link Adaptation
In this paper [86] a subset of base stations participate in the
cooperative link adaptation and cooperative decoding for a
single UE are considered, in which case, the other UEs’
signals intended to the other base stations in the network
interfere with the single UE’s uplink signals, and hence the
CSI experienced during the actual transmission is different
from the CSI used for link adaptation. According to the
analysis, they found that the maximum energy efficiency of
the link adaptation controller is achieved when no rate backoff is employed, when a certain condition is satisfied.
Furthermore, in order to see benefits of multi-user uplink
transmissions for energy efficiency, they in cite analyzed the
optimal energy efficiency of a link adaptation method and a
CoMP reception scheme of multiple UEs’ uplink
transmissions in a cellular network, where all the base stations
participate in the cooperative decoding. The optimal power
allocation gives similar intuition as water-filling in parallel
channels, that is, it is need to assign more power to a betterquality channel, to achieve the maximum energy efficiency.
They also provided a simulation result showing that two user
spatial division- multiple-access transmissions achieves larger
maximum energy efficiency than single user transmissions in
the same cellular network.
K. Interfernce Reduction Techniques
In a heterogeneous network, a mobile may connect to a closer
low power BS even though the received power from a macro
BS could be higher. With HetNet deployment in same
spectrum, users can experience severe inter-cell interference
(ICI). This ICI can cause significant performance loss to the
users, especially to cell edge users when all frequency
channels are fully reused [87]. It is necessary to mitigate the
ICI to support a full frequency reuse operation to improve the
performance of the user at cell edge. In [88], the performance
of CoMP scheme over Rayleigh fading channel for down link
has been analyzed. The CoMP scheme gives better error
performance over conventional non-cooperative. Further,
cooperation among BSs can turn harmful ICI into useful
signals, allowing power gain which may improve the EE.
V.

CONCLUSION AND FURUTE WORK

This paper addresses the energy efficiency of cellular
communication systems, which is becoming a major concern
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for network operators to not only reduce the operational costs,
but also to reduce their environmental effects. We reviewed
few techniques for saving power consumption and improve
energy efficiency in architecture and network deployment by
using Energy efficient CoMP. There are still many technical
challenges for base station architecture redesign,
heterogeneous network deployment, radio resource
management and CoMP architecture etc. that need to be
addressed for energy efficiency. Further, a few work has been
done on energy efficient joint transmission scheduling,
coordinated beamforming and link adaptation.
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